
 

Ignore phone companies about 5G 
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There might not be smartphones in billions of pockets today if the phone companies had their way. Now they’re 

again standing in the way of progress. 

This week’s unveiling of new iPhone models started the typical selling season for smartphones. What’s different in 

2020 is Americans are getting pitched hard on buying a new phone to get access to the next generation of cellular 

networks, known as 5G. 

The message is: 5G = Good! Fast! Get it now! 

Reality: It is not that good or that fast at the moment and most people in the United States don’t need to get it now. 

Americans should be angry about marketing blather winning over clarity about 5G. I fear people will waste their 

money on half-baked technology and grow disillusioned by 5G’s potential to improve lives. 

My message for U.S. phone companies: Communicate more effectively about 5G or go away. 

I’ve seen these problems before. In the pre-iPhone age, we had years of clunky mobile devices, and phone providers 

like AT&T deserved a lot of the blame. 

Phone companies dictated almost everything about flip phones and early smartphones, including their features, look 

and speed. People had to put up with crummy software from the phone company to surf the web or download songs 

and ringtones. (Remember ringtones?!) It stank. 

One of the secrets to the iPhone’s success is Apple simply said no to all of that. Apple’s chief executive at the time, 

Steve Jobs, gave wireless phone companies an ultimatum: Stay out of every decision about the iPhone or lose a shot 

at selling a potential blockbuster. Apple got its way, the iPhone was eventually a success and phone companies got 

rich from it alongside Apple. 

Phone companies did eventually play an important role in making smartphones affordable, useful and available 

across the globe. But a lesson from that crucial beginning was that phone companies needed to be taken down a peg 

before a new technology could catch on. 

I’m getting bad 2000s vibes from what’s happening now with smartphones. 

My colleague Brian X. Chen has written about 5G marketing hot air. This wireless standard should, in theory, allow us 

to download videos or buy stuff on our phones in a snap. At some point the fast wireless speeds might make it easier 

for cars without drivers to safely navigate city streets and for more surgeons to operate on patients remotely. 

But in the United States right now, 5G is not available in many places nor is it a significant improvement in zippiness 

— if it’s faster at all — for most people. Phone companies are not being clear about that, mostly. 

If you’ve decided to buy a new smartphone, it makes sense to buy one that works on 5G cell networks. Most 

Americans, however, should not buy a new phone just for 5G. (People in other countries: This may not apply to you.) 

Given Apple’s history, I was disappointed that Apple this week echoed the confusion about 5G at its unveiling of new 

iPhones. Jobs’s successor, Tim Cook, let the boss of Verizon hype 5G. Cook said that 5G is “super fast.” It is! If you 

stand under just the right light pole on that one block in Chicago. 

These 5G cellular networks will get better soon. I worry, though, that in the meantime Americans will grow cynical 

about the networks’ potential. And if they do, it will mostly be the phone companies’ fault. 
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